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A tramping hut. Late afternoon. Asleep, in a sleeping bag, is ZACH.

The door swings open and in walk MARCIA and JOSH, dressed for back country tramping,
dumping their packs on the floor and collapsing exhausted onto a bench running along one wall.

JOSH opens his pack and begins pulling out supplies, producing food and a small pot and
cooker.

MARCIA pulls out her phone.

MARCIA What are you doing?
JOSH Just getting set up for dinner.
MARCIA It’s early.
JOSH It gets dark quickly up here, and then everything’s more difficult… You know

there’s no coverage right?
MARCIA Everywhere’s got coverage.
JOSH Not so much. Most of the back country there’s nothing.
MARCIA Okay, well I wish you’d told me that before I agreed to come tramping with you.
JOSH I remember when you told me I was the only thing you needed to be happy.
MARCIA And you looked so happy when I said it. I see now it would have been better to

tell the truth.
JOSH You used to be funny. What happened to that?
MARCIA Familiarity. What’s that?
JOSH Dehydrated spaghetti bolognese... Like I’m rehydrating it, obviously. You won’t

have to eat it dry…
MARCIA How can you possibly have forgotten I’m a vegan?
JOSH Last week you had fish and chips. I thought you’d given up.
MARCIA I have lapses.
JOSH Could you have a lapse tonight? I spent the whole evening making this, and then

it took another twelve hours in the oven to dry it out.
MARCIA Is there anything else?
JOSH Pita bread and hummus. I don’t know if it’s vegan.
MARCIA That’ll do.
JOSH They kill the animal for the good cuts. Mince is mostly just collateral damage. So

you know… I brought parmesan...
MARCIA Maybe a little bit… There’s definitely no phone coverage?
JOSH None… You did well, on the walk… What, can’t I say that?
MARCIA Little bit patronising.
JOSH Okay, you were useless. Got sick of waiting for you.
MARCIA Just offensive.
JOSH Hard to get it right sometimes.
MARCIA It’s meant to be. Shows you’re making an effort.
JOSH Hey, actually, there’s something I want to tell you.
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MARCIA Big something or little something?
JOSH Depends.
MARCIA Perhaps we should eat first. Big conversations can put me off my food.
JOSH All right.

JOSH sets about preparing the dinner. MARCIA sits, bored, as only one missing her phone can
be. Apparently neither of them have noticed the sleeping ZACH.

Curiosity begins to get the better of MARCIA.

MARCIA So this thing you want to tell me, is that the reason you asked me up here?
JOSH No. I felt like getting into the mountains and I thought you might enjoy it.
MARCIA I am. I think… So did you know you were going to tell me, before we came?
JOSH No. I decided on the way up.
MARCIA Will I like it?
JOSH Well, without telling you, you know… I think you will. I think it’s going to make you

happy.
MARCIA Okay. Good.
JOSH Shouldn’t be long. Mostly it’s just getting the pasta cooked.
MARCIA Why couldn’t you have cooked it first?
JOSH Too heavy.
MARCIA You wouldn’t have had to bring a cooker. Might have evened out.
JOSH I like the cooking. Part of the ritual.

Silence

MARCIA Okay, just tell me. Tell me what the thing is.
JOSH Okay.

JOSH turns off the cooker and walks over to MARCIA.

JOSH Move over then.

MARCIA, on moving, puts her leg on ZACH’s leg. She pulls back, giving a little scream.

MARCIA You didn’t tell me there was somebody else here.
JOSH I didn’t notice.
MARCIA You didn’t tell me there’d be other people here.
JOSH It’s a DOC hut. Anyone can stay here.

MARCIA looks around.

MARCIA Where’s his pack?
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JOSH Sometimes people leave their packs outside, so it doesn’t attract vermin into the
hut… We should probably keep our voices down.

MARCIA If he was going to wake, he already would have.
JOSH Even still.
MARCIA Okay, so what’s the news?
JOSH It’s not news exactly. More an expression of how I feel.
MARCIA Oh… I thought I made it very clear before we came up here that -
JOSH You did. And it’s not what you think.
MARCIA That’s a relief.
JOSH I wouldn’t.
MARCIA Good.
JOSH Yeah… It’s more that -
MARCIA Can you hear anything?

JOSH stops and listens.

JOSH No.
MARCIA Exactly.
JOSH I don’t understand.
MARCIA Dropping her voice. His breathing. I can’t hear his breathing.
JOSH Also whispering. You don’t think he’s breathing?
MARCIA Maybe not.
JOSH If he stopped breathing, he’d be dead.

Pause

MARCIA I know.

Silence.

JOSH You think he’s dead?

MARCIA looks at ZACH and nods.

JOSH So why are we whispering?
MARCIA I don’t know.
JOSH So what... you should check his pulse.
MARCIA Me?
JOSH If he’s asleep he might come awake with a fright. He’s less likely to hit a woman.
MARCIA We could make a noise.
JOSH What?
MARCIA Make the loudest noise we possibly can. If he’s alive, it’ll wake him.
JOSH What sort of noise?
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MARCIA Let’s get our gear and pretend we’re coming back in. Slam the door, throw our
packs on the bed, like we haven’t noticed him.

JOSH Okay.

They repack, exit, then re-enter comically loudly. Door slams, they throw their packs directly on
top of ZACH, who is now buried beneath their gear, and still completely unresponsive.

They stare at the body.

JOSH Shit.
MARCIA Yeah.
JOSH Disrespectful, now that I think of it.
MARCIA We didn’t know.
JOSH Now what?
MARCIA We should leave.
JOSH It’ll be dark in forty minutes.
MARCIA You’re very precise. It’s sort of annoying… We could walk with our torches.
JOSH Someone’s going to discover the body. And then they’ll want to know why we left

it here. They’ll know we saw the body and didn’t report it. How’s that going to
look?

MARCIA So we tramp out, report it when we get coverage.
JOSH I don’t like walking in the dark. We’ll get lost.
MARCIA I don’t like sleeping with a dead body.
JOSH He can’t hurt you.
MARCIA It’s the person who hurt him I’m more worried about.
JOSH What, you think he’s been… No.
MARCIA So where’s his pack?

They consider this fact in a new light now.

JOSH I brought a fly with me.
MARCIA I don’t know what that means.
JOSH It means we can walk til it’s dark and then pitch a camp.
MARCIA Okay, yeah. I like that. Good.

They hesitate, look at one another, and then step nervously forward to ever so gently remove
their packs.

Just as the packs are coming off, there is a loud and strange noise from outside. Both scream
and drop their bags on the floor.

Enter SEAN, playing a guitar, badly. It is apparent the noise was his version of singing. He
stops.
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SEAN Company. Cool.

He moves to another bench, sits, casual as you like, and smiles up at them.

Nothing in return.

SEAN Oh.

He stands and offers his hand.

SEAN Sean.
JOSH Josh.
MARCIA Marcia
SEAN Cool.

SEAN returns to his guitar.

MARCIA Ah, Sean?
SEAN Yeah?
MARCIA Where’s your pack?
SEAN Upstairs.
JOSH So, you haven’t just arrived?
SEAN No.
JOSH When did you arrive?
SEAN Last night.
JOSH Was… he here, when you arrived?
SEAN You mean Zach?
JOSH You know him?
SEAN No. Never met him.
JOSH But he told you his name?
SEAN No, been out to it the whole time I’ve been here. Sleeping off a big one, probably.
MARCIA How do you know his name?
SEAN It’s on his pack.
MARCIA Where’s his pack?

SEAN looks around, puzzled.

SEAN Don’t know. It was here earlier. Suppose he must have woken up while I was out.
MARCIA When exactly did you last see his pack? I need you to be as precise as you can

possibly be.
SEAN Guys, I don’t want you to take this personally in any way, but it’s sort of weird, the

way you’re so intense with your questions. Usually, when you meet someone in a
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back country hut, it’s more ‘how are you going? Want a cup of tea, I just boiled
some water? Blisters, yeah, know all about that.’ This whole ‘when did you last
see his pack’ thing - it’s not very cool. Sorry, don’t mean to criticise. We’re all
different.

MARCIA leans forward.

MARCIA Dude, Zach’s dead.
SEAN Oh.
MARCIA And so if his pack’s gone missing, I think it’s because the killer took it.
JOSH You don’t know he was killed.
MARCIA And you don’t know he wasn’t, so you know...

SEAN stands, steps forward, examines ZACH’s motionless face.

SEAN Sorry Zach.
MARCIA For what? What are you sorry for?
SEAN I’m sorry he’s dead. Aren’t you?
MARCIA When did you last see the pack Sean?

SEAN hesitates. At this point GINA, another teen, crashes into the room, cursing, and slams a
pack down on the floor in the middle of them.

For a moment, nobody speaks.

SEAN That’s it. That’s Zach’s pack.

GINA looks about, grumpy and shame faced, but does not speak. A long silence.

Enter LISA, who is at least twenty years older, and appears furious, and STACEY, who hovers in
the background, looking guilty.

LISA Well?
GINA What?
LISA Have you apologised?

GINA looks around, as if uncertain whom she should be apologising to.

GINA Sorry.
LISA For?
GINA Stealing your pack.
LISA One minute. I turn my back for just one minute, and you steal a tramping pack?

You understand this is a last chance for you, right? You get that?
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GINA I said I’m sorry.
LISA And you absolutely guarantee me you have taken nothing from the pack?
GINA I already told you. I ate a chocolate bar. That’s all. If you’d fed us properly I -
LISA Anything else Gina? If you lie to me, I will have to report the whole incident and

you know what that means.
GINA There’s nothing else.

LISA breathes deeply, nods, looks to the others.

LISA I’m sorry to do this, but I’m afraid it’s important. Could the owner of this pack
please check it’s contents, and then we’ll be on our way.

No one answers.

LISA They’re both thieves, you see. Amongst other things. It’s why we’re in the hills.
It’s a court ordered intervention. I tried to tell them it wouldn’t help, but you know
how it is when people get an idea in their head.

MARCIA It’s not our pack.
LISA I don’t understand.
MARCIA It’s his.
LISA Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t realise there was somebody…

She pauses, troubled by this.

LISA Look, I know it’s awfully unfair, but it matters a great deal. Do you think one of
you could wake him for me? I just need to -

SEAN Good luck with that.
LISA I’m sorry?
STACEY He’s dead.
LISA Stacey, don’t be ridiculous. He’s not -
STACEY It’s obvious. Look at him.

LISA is staggered by the news and has to sit.

LISA Since when?
JOSH We don’t know.
LISA So he’s -
MARCIA We only got here ten minutes ago. At first we thought he was sleeping.
LISA Well, perhaps he is.

STACEY walks purposefully across to the cadaver and slaps it across the face. Nothing.

LISA stands, frets, begins to pace.
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LISA This is my job on the line. I didn’t tell you that. I’m on a sort of probation. There
was a problem, on the last trip, with a bridge, it wasn’t… That doesn’t matter. We
have to think. Let’s all think… Who’s seen him? Has anybody else seen him?

JOSH Sean?
SEAN I don’t think so.
MARCIA Has anybody else been in here since you arrived? Apart from Zach, and us?
SEAN Sure, they have.

SEAN points at STACEY and GINA.

MARCIA When?
SEAN When I was out. Working on my song.
MARCIA You saw them go in?
SEAN No.
MARCIA You’re not easy to -
SEAN If they stole the pack, they must have been in here. That stands to reason.

LISA notices GINA has returned to ZACH’s body and is regarding it closely.

LISA What are you doing?
GINA Just looking.
LISA Gina!
GINA What?
LISA Have you stolen something from the deceased’s pocket?
GINA No.
LISA Tell the truth.
GINA It’s just a chocolate bar.
LISA Now your fingerprints are in his pocket.
GINA Didn’t do it. You were with me.
LISA Not when you stole the pack.
GINA I didn’t kill him.
LISA I know.
GINA I’m hungry.
LISA Put the bar back where it belongs.
GINA Okay. Okay.

GINA moves back to Zach, produces the chocolate bar - and eats it.

GINA What? He’s not using it.
LISA That’s not the rule.
GINA There’s a guy dead in a sleeping bag. This isn’t a rule situation.
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MARCIA moves to LISA and the two have a whispered conversation.

STACEY Rude to whisper.
MARCIA I asked her if there was any chance you’d killed him. She said there wasn’t.
STACEY Wouldn’t say no chance.
LISA They’re showing off. They’re petty thieves at best.
STACEY That’s not a nice word, is it?
LISA What isn’t?
STACEY You said the purpose of this trip was to experience a more positive mindset. Petty

isn’t positive.
LISA Okay.
GINA You should apologise.
LISA You’re thieves. You steal small things, petty items. It makes you petty thieves.
GINA You want us to steal bigger items?
LISA I don’t want you to steal any items at all. That’s the whole -
STACEY How about a bus? If we stole a bus, would that make us no longer petty thieves?
LISA If you stole a bus it would make you inmates.

But STACEY has already moved on and is eyeing up JOSH’s pack.

JOSH Ah, excuse me.
STACEY What are you having for dinner?
JOSH Um, just some…

STACEY appears to have understood his talking as permission to actually go through his
belongings.

STACEY Candles. That’s smart. It’s almost dark. I can light them if you like. Got a lighter?
JOSH Just in the -
LISA They’re not allowed lighters. It’s part of the conditions of the -
GINA Extraordinary circumstances Lisa.
LISA I don’t know if -
GINA Dead man in a hut. Extraordinary.

STACEY has lit the candles and pocketed the lighter. GINA has located the food. Holds up the
dehydrated bolognese.

GINA What’s this?
JOSH Bolognese.
GINA You’re a shit cook.
JOSH It’s dehydrated.
GINA Yeah, it’s not meant to be.
JOSH You rehydrate it when you’re heating it.
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STACEY Have we interrupted something?
JOSH What? No. Why?
STACEY Candles, special dinner.
GINA Parmesan. I love parmesan.
STACEY Have you two come along for a little -
MARCIA No!
GINA Dead guy in the hut must’ve killed the mood.
JOSH Are you going to do anything about this?
LISA About what?
JOSH Them.
LISA I don’t think that should be your biggest concern right now.

GINA has emptied the dried food into the pot, along with the contents of her water bottle.

JOSH They’re eating my -
MARCIA Someone here knows something. We’re going to find out who.
JOSH So you don’t mind -
MARCIA Sean, get over here.
SEAN What do you want?
JOSH Ah, that’s my fork - Didn’t you bring your own cutlery?
LISA It’s a wilderness experience. It’s to encourage them to -
JOSH Steal other people’s food?
GINA We can hear you.
JOSH But apparently it’s not stopping you.
MARCIA Okay, let’s start with what we know. Male, late teens, name of Zach -
SEAN Dead.
MARCIA Yeah, dead.
LISA Who’s seen him?
MARCIA Well, we all have.
LISA Prior to him being in this hut. Has anyone here ever met Zach before?
SEAN Yeah.
MARCIA You didn’t say that. I asked you, and you -
SEAN I said he was here when I got here. I think he was. That’s when I saw him.
LISA But you haven’t seen him before?
SEAN No.
LISA But you just said -
JOSH They’re cooking our dinner. They’re actually cooking our dinner.
GINA Check his bag.
JOSH Are you not going to stop them?
LISA How?

STACEY moves to ZACH’s pack and empties the contents on the floor.
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MARCIA You can’t just -
STACEY It’s like that story.
LISA What story?
STACEY You know, the war one. Vietnam.
GINA The Things they Carried.
STACEY You can find out a lot about a person from the things they carry.

GINA moves towards the pack contents, now on the floor. JOSH uses this an opportunity to
move back towards the cooker, to reclaim his meal, but GINA steps back quickly and slaps his
hand away. STACEY crouches at the pile of belongings and sifts through them.

STACEY Pink toothbrush.
MARCIA So?
STACEY Not making anything of it. Just doing the inventory. You can interpret it any way

you like.
GINA What’s that?
STACEY Harmonica.
SEAN He didn’t tell me he played. We could have jammed. I love jamming in a hut.
MARCIA He was dead, Sean. Dead men can’t play the harmonica.
SEAN Was he?
MARCIA You said he was like that when you got here.
SEAN I thought he was asleep.
MARCIA He’s not asleep.
LISA Is there a phone?
STACEY No.
MARCIA Could be in his pocket.
LISA Stacey, is there a phone?
STACEY No…

LISA stares her down. She produces is phone from her pocket and puts it down with the other
belongings.

STACEY He wasn’t using it.
LISA Is there anything on there that might be -
STACEY Locked. I tried the most common combinations, but no luck.
GINA Pass it here.

GINA now has some steaming bolognese sauce on her spoon and tastes it.

GINA Not too bad. Could do with more garlic. Anyone bring garlic?

She catches the phone, examines it with one hand, tries a couple of combinations and manages
to unlock the screen. She throws it to LISA.
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GINA There you go.

LISA hesitates, then begins to check the messages.

MARCIA Should we be -
LISA Empty. The messages are empty.
MARCIA Some people delete all their messages as soon as they’ve read them.
GINA Or when they’ve killed someone. To get rid of the evidence.
MARCIA What evidence?
GINA Well, more often than not, the killer is known to the victim. You seem very jumpy.
MARCIA Of course I’m jumpy.
GINA You ever seen this man before?
MARCIA No.
GINA How about you?
JOSH You know what I want right now? I want my dinner.
GINA Answer the question.
JOSH No. Can I have -
GINA And how long have you two been going out?
JOSH We’re not going out. What even makes you think I’m heterosexual?
MARCIA I am.
JOSH Takes two.
MARCIA I understand that.
SEAN You might be bisexual.
JOSH I’m not.
MARCIA Really? I thought maybe -
JOSH Because you never actually listen.
SEAN Fair enough.
JOSH Me being gay or her not listening?
SEAN Gay. People should listen.
JOSH I try to tell her that, but you know...
STACEY So this wasn’t a romantic getaway?
JOSH Of course it wasn’t a -
GINA Because I’ve kind of eaten most of the dinner. Walking makes you hungry.

Anyone else notice that?
JOSH Yeah, actually.
GINA Lighten up. You’re such a mood killer.
STACEY I’ve still got another chocolate bar, if you -
LISA You weren’t meant to -
STACEY They’re Zach’s. He had heaps.
GINA Be funny if his name wasn’t Zach. Like he’d borrowed his brother’s pack, with the

name tag still on.
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LISA Contacts. Check the phone’s contacts. There might be a name somebody
recognises.

Nobody moves.

LISA Who’s got the phone? Whoever has it, just check the contacts.

Still nobody moves. Eyes turn to the two criminals.

GINA I don’t have it.
STACEY Neither.
JOSH You know the more you lie, the more the suspicion falls on you, right?
STACEY I haven’t got the phone. But I’m very observant.
MARCIA What does that even mean?
STACEY I don’t know. What would you like it to mean?
SEAN Lights!
LISA What?
SEAN Lights, from torches, down the track. Someone else is coming.
JOSH Now what?
LISA Everyone in your sleeping bags.
MARCIA What are you -
LISA We pretend we’re asleep, and then they’ll think they can speak freely.
MARCIA You seriously think the murderers are going to return to the scene of the crime?
GINA Perhaps they already have.
MARCIA Okay this is certifiably batshit crazy.

And yet, all around her, people are hurrying into their sleeping bags. MARCIA is left with no
choice but to join in the charade. By the time the door opens again, all six are comically
squeezed together on the floor, with ZACH holding the seventh position, right on the end.
The sound of fake sleep breathing fills the cabin.

Slowly the door opens. Enter PHOEBE and GRACE, headlamps shining about the dark spaces.

GRACE Shit, people.
PHOEBE Told you it was a bad idea coming back here.
GRACE Look at this.
PHOEBE What?
GRACE This pot hasn’t even been rinsed out. Bet it was the same arsehole who left their

pack emptied on the floor.
PHOEBE What are you doing?
GRACE Washing it out.
PHOEBE You can’t touch any-
GRACE You want rats crawling all over the place tonight?
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PHOEBE No.
GRACE There you go.

GRACE scrubs while PHOEBE looks increasingly nervous. They speak quietly.

PHOEBE Just leave it now.
GRACE I’m almost done. I just need to -
PHOEBE Grace!

GRACE looks up, sees there’s something worrying her. She moves back and they sit side by
side.

GRACE What’s wrong?
PHOEBE Nothing.
GRACE It doesn’t look like nothing.
PHOEBE I’m building up to it… Sorry.
GRACE It’s okay. I can wait.

GRACE is clearly terrible at waiting. She fidgets.

GRACE Can I guess?
PHOEBE No.
GRACE Are you going to be much longer, cos…?
PHOEBE I just need a moment of quiet.
GRACE Okay, I can do quiet… I’ll just sit here and -
PHOEBE Helps if you don’t talk.
GRACE Say no more.
PHOEBE Thank you.
GRACE No worries.

Silence.

PHOEBE You sure they’re asleep?
GRACE What else would they be?
PHOEBE Dead?
GRACE Bad taste.
PHOEBE What if they’re pretending to be asleep? What if they’re listening?
GRACE This is what you wanted to tell me?
PHOEBE No.
GRACE They’re not listening.
PHOEBE Okay.
GRACE Nobody’s listening.
PHOEBE Might whisper, just to be safe.
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GRACE Okay.

PHOEBE stands.

GRACE Now what?
PHOEBE Just going to blow out the candles first.
GRACE Why?

PHOEBE does not answer, but simply blows out the candles, plunging the stage into complete
darkness. The conversation continues in whispers.

PHOEBE It’s just easier.
GRACE Okay.
PHOEBE If I ask you something, will you answer honestly?
GRACE Sure.
PHOEBE Did it freak you out, what happened?
GRACE Of course. A little bit.
PHOEBE Okay… Me too.
GRACE I know.
PHOEBE But I don’t regret it.
GRACE No point.
PHOEBE You don’t regret it either?
GRACE No, I don’t.
PHOEBE So the thing is… You’re sure nobody’s listening?
GRACE Certain.
PHOEBE How can you be certain?
GRACE Intuition.
PHOEBE The thing is, now, what do we do about it?
GRACE What do you want to do about it?
PHOEBE I sort of want to do it again. Like, I’ve been thinking about doing it again.
GRACE Me too.
PHOEBE Now?
GRACE Why not?
PHOEBE Okay.
GRACE Here goes…

SEAN, no longer able to contain himself, screams. GRACE and PHOEBE flick on their
headlights. All the other trampers (apart from ZACH) are sitting upright, prepared to defend
themselves.

PHOEBE Okay, so your intuition sucks.
GRACE What the -
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A phone alarm begins to sound. All look around, trying to find the source of the noise.

STACEY You said there was no coverage.
LISA There isn’t.
GINA It’s an alarm. Who’s set their alarm?

People check their phones but nothing. It is now clear the sound is coming from MARCIA’s
sleeping bag.

JOSH Marcia, it’s you.

MARCIA holds up her phone. It’s silent.

JOSH The other phone…. I saw you take it.

MARCIA realises she has no choice and produces ZACH’s phone.

MARCIA Okay, I can explain.
GINA Actually, first things first.

GINA is out of her sleeping bag and primed for combat. She approaches the newcomers
cautiously, watching their every move. Stacey re-lights the candles.

GINA Who are you, and what do you know about the body?
PHOEBE What body?
GINA Okay, I’m going to say this exactly once. Lie to me again and I will hurt you, do

you understand?
LISA Gina, you know I have to write a report as soon as we get back.
PHOEBE I don’t know anything about -

GINA pounces, throwing PHOEBE to the ground and somehow managing to tie her up with a
piece of cord. GRACE has sprung backwards, expecting to be attacked herself. GINA looks to
her.

GINA Your turn. What do you know about the body?
GRACE I… I don’t want to answer that.
GINA I bet you don’t.
GRACE No, because my answer is the same as hers and I don’t want you to hurt me.
GINA I’ll ask you one more time.
STACEY She’s telling the truth.
GINA But they just said they were going to kill again. You heard them.
GRACE Kill?
GINA You said you wanted to do it again.
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GRACE Not kill. Kiss. I wanted to kiss her again. Why would I want to kill anyone?
SEAN It’s like a typo.
JOSH What?
SEAN Mistaking kiss for kill. That’s like a typo.
JOSH How is this not freaking you out?
SEAN My life is full of weird shit. I’m used to it.

PHOEBE wriggles to a sitting position.

PHOEBE You thought we were going to kill again? Has somebody been killed?

All heads turn to the motionless ZACH.

LISA All right, somebody has to take control here, and as the oldest person, I think that
should be me… Untie her, then everybody up to the table.

MARCIA To do what?
LISA To sort this out.

Nobody looks entirely happy with this but nobody has a better idea. One my one they make their
way to the table.

LISA Now, I need to warn you that I have some training in this. I am a psychologist and
I am perfectly capable of seeing through your lies. Anyone can tell a lie. It is
sustaining that lie that is difficult. So, you need to know I already know who the
killer is. If you wish to confess now, it will save us all a lot of bother.

Silence. Nobody confesses.

LISA Your choice. Now, I am going to ask each of you questions, and you must answer
truthfully, and immediately. Do you understand. You first. Why did you steal his
phone?

MARCIA Because you told us the contacts had been erased, and I didn’t believe you. I
wanted to check.

LISA Why didn’t you just say you didn’t believe me? I would have shown you.
MARCIA Because if you were the killer, I didn’t want you to know I knew.
JOSH Fair point. Have they been erased?
LISA I’m asking the questions.
JOSH Ask her if the contacts have been erased.
MARCIA Yeah, they have.
LISA And you. How long have you known one another?
JOSH Since Year 9.
LISA And when did you ask her to come tramping with you?
JOSH It was more of a discussion.
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LISA Do you always go to this much effort, with tramping food?
JOSH No.
LISA So why this time?
JOSH I wanted it to seem less harsh, when I told her I didn’t want to be her friend.
MARCIA What?
JOSH It’s not personal.
MARCIA Of course it’s personal.
JOSH People move on. I’ve moved on.
MARCIA You were going to tell me that here?
JOSH Kind of. I was just planning to be really annoying, and then you’d grow sick of me.

That was my idea. That’s not my best bolognese. I was holding back deliberately.
GINA Not terrible though.
JOSH The missing garlic, though.
GINA True.
JOSH Deliberate.
LISA Okay, I’m asking the questions, remember?
JOSH She always like this?
STACEY If I was going to kill somebody, it would have been her.
LISA Did you move the body?
STACEY What?
LISA When you came in here and stole his possessions, did you move the body?
STACEY No.
LISA Apart from the chocolate bars, what else of his did you take?
MARCIA You don’t want to be my friend?
JOSH Let it go.
MARCIA It’s sort of devastating.

LISA looks to GINA.

LISA This is a question for both of you.

For a moment the two bluff it out.

GINA I was going to put it back.

She produces a notebook and place sit on the table.

LISA Why did you steal a notebook?
GINA There was a fifty dollar note in it, but when I went to took the money, I saw it had

been glued on to one of the pages. I didn’t want to rip the note, getting it off, so I
thought I’d take the whole thing and deal with it later.

LISA You could have just ripped the page out.
GINA Time pressure.
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MARCIA What else is in there?
GINA I didn’t look.

LISA takes the notebook and flicks through its pages.

LISA Poetry. Not very good.
MARCIA Read one.
JOSH Come on, the guy’s dead. Show a little bit of respect.

LISA clears her throat.

LISA This one’s called ‘Always’:

My lighthouse
Ablaze in the dark
Returning to your waters
Constant rock in the moving tides
I hold you close in the storm, breathing in time to your dreams
All ways

GINA Always one word or two?
LISA One in the title, two at the end.
GINA Clever.
LISA You don’t see it, do you?
JOSH See what?
LISA He left us a clue. He left us a clue in the poem.
SEAN Maybe it was a song. He had a harmonica, right?
PHOEBE Who are you?
SEAN Sean.
PHOEBE Yeah, not really what I meant.
MARCIA I see it.
LISA Right?
MARCIA I mean, I see why you’re pretending to see.
LISA Sorry?
MARCIA To throw us off the track. It’s you. You killed him, went back down, brought these

guys up here, left them unsupervised nearby, knowing full well they wouldn’t be
able to resist stealing his stuff and compromising the crime scene.

LISA That’s ridiculous.
MARCIA Is it?
LISA Yes.
MARCIA How did you know him?
LISA Know who?
MARCIA Zach. Why did you kill him?
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LISA I didn’t kill any -
MARCIA How long have you been in the hills?
GINA This is our second day.
MARCIA You already knew these guys were coming up here with you. So you lured him up

here, killed him, then went back down and brought them here as cover.
STACEY Tie her up.
LISA Are you insane?
STACEY You’ve spent the last two days saying I’m not right in the head, so you know…

GINA moves forward with a bootlace. LISA tries to resist but is no match for the two younger
woman and is quickly tied up.

LISA You’re not listening. I know who it is.
GINA Yeah, because it’s you.
LISA No, I…

But STACEY has come into assist and stuffs a sock in LISA’s mouth, rendering her effectively
mute.

The others now sit about, uncertain what the next move should be.

JOSH Now what?
PHOEBE I’m not happy that we just accused one person and tied her up.
MARCIA Even if it’s not her, what’s the danger?
PHOEBE She just said she knew who it was. I want to hear. I want to judge for myself.
GINA What if she’s trying to poison our minds?
PHOEBE What if you have a reason for wanting to silence her?
GINA Say that again. I dare you.
PHOEBE What if you have a reason for wanting to silence her?… So, I’m waiting.
GINA You’re not worth the effort.
PHOEBE You’re all talk.

STACEY steps forward.

STACEY I’m not.

GRACE steps forward.

GRACE Neither.

A stand-off as each considers her next move. STACEY flinches first. GRACE moves to LISA and
removes the sock.
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GRACE So tell us. Who is it?
LISA I don’t know. I was bluffing.

GRACE begins to replace the sock.

LISA No, you don’t understand. It was meant to be a trick. A psychological ploy. I
thought if I said I knew who it was, then the guilty party would do something to try
to silence me.

GRACE considers this, then unties LISA. She turns to MARCIA.

GRACE Where were you two nights ago?
MARCIA What? I don’t know. At home I suppose.
GRACE You suppose?
MARCIA Yeah, well, I had netball, but I was home by nine.
GRACE And you were there all night?
MARCIA Where were you two nights ago?
PHOEBE At her house. Went to bed at ten, lights out eleven thirty, slept until eight.
GRACE Okay, later you’re going to tell me how you know that.
PHOEBE Intuition.
GRACE Empty your pack.
MARCIA What?
GRACE Empty your pack.
MARCIA That’s stupid.
GRACE Maybe. You going to do it?

MARCIA looks around the room, realises all the focus is on her and she has no choice. She
sighs, picks up her bag, puts it on the table and pulls out the bags inside, one at a time.

GRACE, in the style of a detective examining a crime scene, looks carefully through each time,
laying them out theatrically, as if exhibits in a court case. She steps back, examines them, nods
slowly to herself.

JOSH What is it? What have you found?
GRACE I don’t know.
JOSH But, you saw something. I saw that in your eyes.
GRACE I wanted to, but I’ve got nothing.
MARCIA You’re really annoying. Anyone ever tell you that?
GRACE Everyone tells me that.
GINA Did Zach?

GRACE turns with fury and very quickly things become more heated.
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GRACE I’ve never met him. I don’t even know his name is Zach.
GINA It’s on the pack.
GRACE Maybe the pack was borrowed.
GINA And maybe you killed him.
GRACE Okay, you got me, with your big sophisticated act of deduction.
GINA You being sarcastic?
GRACE Work it out.
GINA You know what I hate about people like you?
GRACE That we make you feel shit by comparison?
GINA I should just -
GRACE What? Kill me?
GINA You’d like that wouldn’t you?
GRACE Of course I wouldn’t like that - what does that even mean?
GINA It means you should back away right now.
GRACE Well I’m sure as hell not turning my back on you.
GINA One more comment like that and I’ll -
GRACE Lose your nerve again? Not so brave, are you, face to face? How did you do it?

Hit him from behind?

GINA attacks. Much screaming as others rush in to pull them apart.

LISA (Screamed) All right, that’s it! Here’s what’s happening. We’re going to stop
talking about this -

STACEY (Mumbled) You’d like that wouldn’t you?
LISA What did you say?... I said what did you say?
STACEY Nothing.
LISA … We’re going to stop talking about this, we’re going to going to go to bed, and

then in the morning we’re all going to tramp down to the road end together -
PHOEBE But we were planning to -
LISA We’re going to tramp down to the road end together and we’re going to call the

police and leave the rest to them. And if anybody has a problem with that, well
that will tell us everything we need to know, won’t it?

Silence, as one by one they realise they can not argue with this. Murmurings as they prepare for
sleep. JOSH whispers something in MARCIA’s ear. She turns and gives him a hug. One by one
they get into their sleeping bags. LISA moves through the room, putting out the candles.

DARKNESS

SEAN slowly awakens, and very quietly extracts himself from the sleeping bag. He leaves the
cabin. We hear him humming to himself as he takes a piss.

SEAN returns, is about to get back into his sleeping bag when he notices something.
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Freeezes.

SCREAMS.

Everybody awake.

Headlights fumbled on. People panicking, readying themselves for attack.

Slow subsiding of action and rising confusion.

MARCIA What? Sean, what is it?
SEAN Look!
MARCIA What? I don’t see…. Oh.
SEAN Zach’s gone!

SEAN is right. The body is missing. Only his sleeping bag remains.

PHOEBE Okay, I am seriously over this. Who moved him? Who moved the body? I swear,
if somebody thinks this is funny -

STACEY They’re not going to tell you, are they?
PHOEBE Why not?
LISA Because whoever moved the body is the killer.
JOSH There has to be two people. You couldn’t move it by yourself. Two people who

know each other.

He looks first at GINA and STACEY, then at PHOEBE and GRACE.

GRACE Really? And why not you and her?

Throughout all of this MARCIA has been in a state of paralysis. Now she mumbles, so at first she
can not be heard.

JOSH What? What are you saying?
MARCIA They didn’t move it. The killer didn’t move the body.
JOSH How do you know that?

She looks around the group, as if only seeing them for the first time.

MARCIA I killed him. I killed Zach.

Stunned silence as this sinks in.
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SEAN So where’s the body?
MARCIA I don’t know.

More stunned silence.

JOSH You killed Zach? How?

MARCIA moves away for the others, taking a moment to gather herself.

MARCIA It wasn’t deliberate. I didn’t mean to kill him. I meant to hurt him, I meant to make
him go way. But I didn’t mean to hurt him.
I didn’t know him. Not well. I met him a couple of weeks ago, through a friend
online. You’d always said to me I should come tramping, and you made it sound
good, and I’m always meaning to get more exercise, you know, but… Well I didn’t
really want to go with you. It’s nothing personal… well okay, it is personal, but
Zach, that is his real name, said he was part of a tramping club, and they were
having a weekend tramp up to here, and did I want to come along? So I did. But
when we got to the car park, there was only me and him. He acted all puzzled,
and tried to ring people, and then he decided the others must have already gone
on ahead.
I should have known then, right. It should have been obvious. When we got here,
it was just the two of us, and I wasn’t comfortable with that, but it was almost
dark, and I was very clear with him. That was awkward, and he seemed offended
I’d even thought it might be a problem. But then, later, after dinner, we were
sitting by the fire, and he sat a little bit too close, you know, and told me he liked
the way the firelight danced in my eyes, and then he put his arm around me, and
I asked him not to, and he said sorry, and looked sorry, until he tried again and I
slapped him and he told me he didn’t know what had come over him and
promised to go to bed.
I was too frightened to move. I sat up in front of the fire, listening to his breathing,
willing him to fall asleep. Perhaps I feel asleep myself, just for a moment,
whatever the reason I didn’t hear him approaching. I just felt his hands on my
shoulders, moving to my neck, and his breath at my ear. There was a frying pan,
that frying pan, and it was pure instinct. I leaned forward, picked it up, swung it
behind me. It must have hit his head - he went straight down. Dead.
I put him in his sleeping bag and left, and you know how you’d always suggested
tramping, I realised it was a chance to have an excuse, for my fingerprints being
everywhere. I thought we see the body, report it, and that would be that.

Still, people are speechless.

MARCIA No one needs to know, right? I don’t want to go to prison.
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The others look to one another, none wanting to be the first ot answer that. GINA moves forward
and gives MARCIA a hug.

JOSH But, where’s -

The door swings open and Zach staggers in, clutching a very sore head. All turn to him. He
stands there, dazed and confused.

ZACH Hey Marcia. Who are all these -

STACEY steps forward and spits in ZACH’s face.

STACEY Arsehole.
ZACH What?
STACEY You know.
ZACH I don’t.

Silence.

SEAN Well, I’m not staying here with that prick.

SEAN grabs his pack. JOSH moves to MARCIA and hugs her. Slowly the others begin to pack
up, leaving ZACH confused amongst them. Group at a time they depart, leaving ZACH alone. He
moves to his pack, pulls out a chocolate bar, only to realise it is only a wrapper.

LIGHTS DOWN
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